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   Abstract

The rapid layout synthesis of microresonators from high-level engineering specifications is

onstrated. Functional parameters such as resonant frequency, quality factor, and displa

amplitude at resonance are satisfied while simultaneously minimizing a user-specified ob

function. A synthesis tool implementing the optimization-based formulation can be use

explore micromechanical design issues and objectives, as illustrated with a polysilicon later

onator example modeled in three mechanical degrees of freedom. Layouts for four sets of fi

ferent resonators from 3 kHz to 300 kHz are generated, with each set globally optimiz

minimize either active device area, electrostatic drive voltage, a weighted combination of are

drive voltage, or to maximize displacement amplitude at resonance.

Keywords: CAD, resonator, synthesis
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1. Introduction

Layout synthesis provides an automated mechanism for generating valid layout of comm

used micromechanical device topologies from high-level engineering design specifications

involves both design synthesis and layout generation: design synthesis generates physica

parameters that can meet the desired device performance, and layout generation translat

physical parameters into a layout description. Prior research on automated layout generatio

from user input of the physical layout parameters [1][2], requiring the user to map the d

objectives into layout parameters. Although researchers have considered design optimizat

simple structures, in which the optimization traded off between a handful of variables [3]

know of no design synthesis approaches, where the entire design is obtained automatically

approach is to model the design problem as a formal numerical optimization problem, and

solve it with powerful optimization techniques, resulting in a tool that automates the design

thesis of MEMS structures. Furthermore, we tightly integrate the functional model of the de

and its geometrical layout model to aid in the generation of the layout parameters that comp

describe the layout. This synthesis philosophy has been successful in a variety of fields s

analog circuit synthesis [4][5] and chemical plant synthesis [6]. The process of modelin

design problem involves determining the design variables, the numerical design constraint

the quantitative design objective. The resulting optimal synthesis tool enforces codification

relevant variables and constraints and allows rapid exploration of micromechanical design

and objectives.

The folded-flexure electrostatic-comb-drive microresonator topology used in this study wa

introduced by Tang [7] and is now commonly used for MEMS process characterization.

device has applications in oscillators and high-Q filters [8]. It represents a good starting poi

synthesis work since proper operation can be easily verified using existing numerical simu
2
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tools and experimental measurements. MCNC’s surface-micromachined polysilicon Multi-

MEMS Process (MUMPs) and corresponding design rules are used to constrain the design

[9].

Lumped-parameter electromechanical models with three mechanical degrees-of-freedo

planex, y, and θ ) link the physical and functional parameters of the microresonator. Build

upon our prior synthesis work [10][11][12], we evaluate the effects of four different objec

functions and include an additional degree of freedom (in-plane rotation) in the evaluation

synthesis method can be usefully extended to other micromechanical design topologies as

the device performances can be evaluated rapidly and with acceptable accuracy.

The next section describes the folded-flexure electrostatic-comb-drive microresonator top

Section 3 describes the optimization formulation used for the layout synthesis. Section 4 pr

the synthesis results, and discusses the validity of the synthesis models. Finally, we conc

Section 5.

2. Microresonator Description

2.1. Fabrication

A simplified version of the MUMPs technology, chosen for our current synthesis work

shown in Figure 1. Electrical isolation from the silicon substrate is provided by a low-stress

con nitride layer, on top of which an electrical interconnect layer of polycrystalline silicon (p

silicon) is then deposited and patterned. Next, a 2µm-thick sacrificial spacer layer of

phosphosilicate glass (PSG) is deposited. After contact cuts are made in the PSG, a 2µm-thick

layer of structural polysilicon is deposited and patterned. Further process steps in MUMPs a

necessary for microresonator fabrication and are not shown. A final wet etch in hydrofluoric

(HF) dissolves the PSG and releases the microstructures. The PSG contact cuts act as me

anchor points that fix the microstructure to the substrate surface [9].
3
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2.2. Layout Topology and Design Variables

A simplified layout of the device is shown in Figure 2. The resonator is a mechanical m

spring-damper system consisting of a central shuttle mass that is suspended by two folded

flexures. The resonator is driven in the preferred (x) direction by electrostatic comb actuator

Assuming that the resonator is operating with a dc voltageVdc applied to the shuttle, and a sinuso

idal voltage source with amplitudeVac applied to only one of the actuators, we can simplify th

applied voltage as a sinusoidal voltage with amplitude . The suspensio

designed to be compliant in thex direction of motion and to be stiff in the remaining degrees

freedom (y andθ) to keep the comb fingers aligned.

The variables needed to describe the layout can be classified as design, style and state va

as listed in Table I and detailed in Figure 3. Design variables of the microresonator includ

comb-drive voltage and sixteen structural parameters of the shuttle mass, folded flexure, and

drive elements. Technology-driven design rules set minimum beam widths and minimum s

between structures. Maximum element lengths are constrained to 400µm to avoid problems with

undesirable curling due to stress gradients in the structural film and possible sticking and bre

during the wet release etch [13]. Maximum beam widths are constrained to 20µm by the limited

undercut of PSG to release the structures [9]. The comb yoke is allowed to extend to fill u

entire flexure length allowed for the resonator. Style variables do not affect the resonator beh

but are necessary to completely define the geometrical layout. These variables are set to fix

ues and include the width of the anchor supports,wba andwca, the offset of attachment points o

the flexure beams to the anchor edge, and the overlap around anchor cuts. State variables

to simplify design constraints and can be defined as functions of the design variables. For

ple, the shuttle axle length,Lcy, is a state variable which is dependent on the number of fingersN),

finger width (wc) and air gap (g).

V 2VacVdc=
4
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2.3. Modeling

With the definition of the variables completed, we can now develop functional perform

models expressed in terms of these variables. We begin by looking at the first four modes

resonator, depicted in Figure 4. The fundamental lateral resonator mode is always i

x direction to be considered a valid resonator design. The second and third modes alt

between the vibration of the beam flexures and the rotational(θ) mode, depending on the type o

design objectives and constraints used. We are only interested in the fundamental and

modes and, therefore, model thex, θ, and flexure modes. (They-mode is also modeled, however

does not affect the synthesis outcome.) Out-of-plane modes are not dealt with in the presen

Each mode of interest is modeled by a lumped second-order equation of motion. For examp

thex mode:

(1)

where Fe,x is the lateral component of the external electrostatic force generated by the

drives,mx is the effective mass,Bx is the damping coefficient, andkx is the spring constant.

Linear equations for the folded-flexure spring constants are found by using energy meth

find displacement for a unit load on the end of the spring [14]. The effect of spring mass on

nance frequency is incorporated in effective masses for each lateral mode. Effective mass fo

mode of interest is calculated by normalizing the total maximum kinetic energy of the sprin

the maximum shuttle velocity,vmax.

(2)

wheremi andLi are the mass and length of the i’th beam in the flexure. Analytic expression

velocities,vi, along the flexure’s beams are approximated from static mode shapes, and are

from the spring constant derivations.

Fe x, mxẋ̇ Bxẋ kxx+ +=

meff

mi

Li
-----

vi ξ( )
vmax
------------

 
 
  2

ξd
0

Li

∫
beam i 1=

N

∑=
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The full modeling equations for the microresonator in the general case are extremely lon

therefore, are presented in a technical report [15]. Here, we focus on simplified models

important resonator modes. The spring constant of the fundamental mode is:

(3)

whereE is the Young’s modulus of polysilicon,t is the polysilicon thickness, and

In the limit of infinitely stiff trusses, approximated by , the effective mass is

(4)

wherems is the shuttle mass,mt is the total mass of all truss sections,mb is the mass of all long

beams. The resonant frequency is given byωx = 2π fx = . Resonant frequency of the

other modes are estimated from corresponding effective mass and spring constant values.

The flexure modes are modeled with the one-dimensional half-resonator system sho

Figure 5. The flexure behavior is lumped into an effective mass,mfl, and a flexure spring,kfl,

which is split into an anchored component and a component connected to the shuttle mas

flexure modal frequency of this system is

(5)

where, assuming an infinitely stiff truss, the flexure effective mass is

(6)

and the flexure spring constant is

kx

2Etwb
3

Lb
3

----------------
Lt

2
14αLtLb 36α2

Lb
2

+ +

4Lt
2

41αLtLb 36α2
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The symmetric and anti-symmetric flexure modes are degenerate in this one-dimensional ap

mation. Rotation of the shuttle mass in the anti-symmetric mode is left as future work.

Viscous damping generated by the moving shuttle in air is modeled as Couette flow using

tions derived in [16].

(8)

whereµ is the viscosity of air,d is the fixed spacer gap of 2 m,δ is the penetration depth of airflow

above the structure,g is the gap between comb fingers, andAs, At, Ab, andAc are bloated layout

areas for the shuttle, truss beams, flexure beams, and comb finger sidewalls, respectively.

ing factors of the other lateral modes do not enter into the design constraints and are not

lated.

General analytic equations for the lateral comb-drive force,Fx, as a function ofwc, g, structure

thickness, and sacrificial spacer thickness are derived in [17]. For the special case of equa

finger width, gap, thickness, and spacing above the substrate (wc = g = t = d), each comb drive

generates a force that is proportional to the square of the voltage,V, applied across the comb fin

gers.

(9)

whereεo is the permittivity of air. If the comb fingers are not perfectly centered, ay-directed elec-

trostatic force is also present. Assuming a small perturbation iny displacement, the destabilizing

force,Fe,y, is proportional to displacement such thatFe,y= ke,yy, whereke,y is an ‘electrical nega-

tive spring constant.’

k fl 4Et
wb

Lb
------
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=

Bx µ As 0.5At 0.5Ab+ +( ) 1
d
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  Ac

g
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(10)

Since the stiffness iny is usually very large, the destabilizing electrostatic torque,τe,θ = ke,θ θ,

generated by the comb drive becomes the more stringent constraint. The rotational spring c

is found by realizing that the destabilizing force acts through a moment arm,Xc, on the center of

the resonator, giving

(11)

whereXc = 0.5Lsa +wcy + Lc - 0.5xo.

3. Layout Synthesis

Converting the microresonator layout topology, design variables, and model into an opti

tion problem that can design the microresonator involves determining the constraints and

tives for the design. We can break the constraints into two classes: geometric and functiona

geometric constraints are layout specific, and therefore vary with topology. The functional

straints refer to the device’s function, and remain constant for an entire class of device

microresonators have a constraint on resonant frequency).

3.1. Geometric Constraints

The geometric constraints illustrated in Figure 6 are necessary to ensure a functional res

The constraints are detailed in Table II. The resonator width and length must not exceed a

trary fixed size, set at 700µm in all of the results presented in this paper. The overall reson

length is determined by either the flexure or comb-drive actuator, therefore both constraints

to be simultaneously satisfied. A linear form of the actuator length constraint was chosen to

the efficiency of the optimization-based synthesis (an alternative non-linear form of the cons

would have been ). Gaps between the comb fingers and between the s

ke y, 2.24εoNV 2 xo x+( ) t

g 3
-----≈

ke θ, ke y, Xc
2

2.24εoNV 2 xo x+( ) t

g 3
-----Xc

2≈=

2N 1+( )wc 2Ng+
8
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and beam anchor must allow the shuttle to move freely and must accommodate the maximu

sible stroke. The maximum expected displacement of the shuttle mass will be at resonance

encoded in the motion limit constraints usingxdisp. (comb fingers motion limited to prevent crash

ing, to ensure minimum comb overlap for linear comb-drive actuation and to provide ade

shuttle gap in thex direction). Finally, a shuttle gap constraint is defined to encode the technol

driven design rule for gaps between moving and anchored parts.

In our formulation, all constraints relating actual design variables to state variables mu

included. However, for the microresonator topology only one state variable was deemed n

sary,Lcy, leaving one state-variable related constraint: . This is to ens

that the comb yoke is wide enough to accommodate all the comb fingers.

3.2. Functional Constraints

Realistic engineering specifications are chosen for synthesizing a valid resonator for us

characterization structure, and are detailed in Table III. Alternative constraint values ca

readily assigned in the implementation.

An essential specification is resonant frequency of the lowest (preferred) mode. Since the

nant frequency is a non-linear function of the variables, we require that the generated layout

a resonant frequency within of the desired frequency, instead of solving for the exact freq

( for this study). Resonant frequencies of the other possible second modes,ffl andfθ, must

be greater thanfx to decouple the modes (we use anad-hocfactor of three to ensure mode separ

tion). For stability, the restoring force of the spring in they direction must be three times greate

than the destabilizing electrostatic force from the comb drive (i.e., ). A similar stability

constraint must hold for the rotational mode.

Assuming the system is underdamped, the displacement amplitude at resonance is

2N 1+( )wc 2Ng+ Lcy≤

ε

ε 1%=

3ke y, ky<
9
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where is the quality factor,Fe,x is the comb-drive force, (9), andBx is the damp-

ing coefficient, (8). We have constrainedxdisp= 3 µm 10% at a drive voltage ofV < 50 V to

enable easy visual confirmation of resonance, andQ ≥ 5 to ensure underdamped resonant ope

tion.

Some of the lumped-parameter macromodels were derived based on simplifying assum

For example, central shuttle axle stiffness should always be dominated by flexure stiffness

assumption is enforced by constraining . In thex direction, we assume that the

flexure stiffness will be linear, which we enforce by .

Finite residual stress in mechanical polysilicon films can cause released fixed-fixed suspe

to exhibit non-linear behavior in tension or buckle under compression. Polysilicon can be d

ited either compressive or tensile, depending on deposition conditions. In the MUMPs pro

residual stress is always compressive, having a nominal value of -10 MPa and worst-case v

-20 MPa [9]. Beams in the folded flexure are free to expand outward to relieve residual

stress. However, as shown in Figure 7, the central shuttle also expands an amount∆ due to residual

stress, creating additional axial stress in the outer beams and tension in the inner beams.

order value of the critical buckling length,Lcr, for the folded-flexure is given by the Euler colum

formula, , where2Lb < Lcr to ensure no buckling, andw corresponds to the

minimum ofwb andwc.

Therefore, we have constraints on resonant frequency, stroke at resonance, quality fact

axis stability, off-axis decoupling, accuracy and buckling. A summary of the functional constr

on the engineering specifications is given in Table III.

xdisp QFe x, kx⁄=

Q mxk
x

Bx
2⁄=

ky axle, 10ky>

Lb 10xdisp>

Lcr πw 2Lb 3∆⁄=
10
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3.3. Design Objective

Our synthesis approach selects the design that minimizes an objective function and the

may be considered optimal. The synthesized result depends very strongly on the choice of

tive function. For the microresonator, we have chosen three objective functions to minimize

resonator active area, amplitude of the comb-drive voltage, and the sum of active area an

voltage normalized to the maximum possible area and voltage; and a fourth objective funct

maximize: displacement at resonance.

The choice of design objective may affect the earlier constraint choices. Thexdisp= 3 µm 10%

constraint described in Section 3.2 is incompatible with the maximize displacement obje

hence we replace it withxdisp> 2 µm.

3.4. Synthesis Algorithm

In our approach, the synthesis problem is mapped onto a constrained optimization formu

which is solved to generate the device layout. In this approach the constraints and the ob

can be evaluated by firing the lumped-parameter macromodels described in Section 2.3 to

mine the extent to which the functional constraints are met, for the current values of the d

variables. Depending on the choice of the objective function, there can be more than one

mum point in the optimization, due to the complex non-linear characteristics of the indivi

model equations. Furthermore, since our goal is synthesis, we need to be independent

choice of starting point for the optimization.

Currently, a gridded multi-start algorithm coupled with a gradient-based constrained optim

tion efficiently solves for the global minimum of the objective function. The use of a starting

eliminates the need to provide good starting points to the gradient-based optimization. In ad

the algorithm stores all the local minima reached from the various starting point, and then

mines the global minimum, which is returned to the user. Our current implementation uses a
11
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over a couple of orders of magnitude. This is particularly important for the design objectives

are complicated functions of the design variables, such as maximizing resonator displac

(xdisp). For linear design objectives (such as minimizing drive voltage,V) there is only one optimal

solution, eliminating the need for the gridded multistart algorithm.

The general non-linear constrained optimization formulation can be written as:

(13)

where is the vector of design variables given in Table I; is the vector of state and style

ables; is a set of objective functions that codify performance specifications the des

wishes to optimize,e.g., area; and and are each a set of functions t

implement the geometric and functional constraints given in Table II and Table III. For exam

resonant frequency is constrained to greater than 20 kHz by the function 20000 -

where is the lumped-parameter macromodel of the resonant frequency in thex direction.

Scalar weights,wi, balance competing objectives. The design variables can be described as

, where  is the set of allowable values for  (described by the bounds in Table I)

The MEMS design problem cannot be completely modeled in the non-linear constrained

mization formulation. Some of the design variables (such as the number of comb fingers) ar

ger in nature. Furthermore, all the geometry parameters will eventually detail the physical d

in the VLSI masks. Therefore they should be represented as integers with centi-micron

rather than as real numbers, the result of classical non-linear constrained optimization for

minu z wi f i u x,( )⋅
i 1=

k

∑=

s.t. h u x,( ) 0=

g u x,( ) 0≤

u UP∈

u x

f u x,( )

h u x,( ) 0= g u x,( ) 0≤

f x u x,( ) 0≤

f x u x,( )

u UP∈ UP u
12
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tion. We use a combination of snap-to-grid at the end of the optimization to handle these ge

ric size variables and branch-and-bound type algorithms [18] to handle the strongly in

variables such as number of comb fingers.

In our next-generation tool, we plan to use simulated annealing [19] as the optimization e

to drive the search for the minimum; it provides robustness and the potential for combina

global optimization in the face of many local minima. Because annealing incorporates cont

hill-climbing, it can escape local minima and is essentially starting-point independent. Fur

more because of its combinatorial nature, we can completely model the integer nature of se

design variables.

4. Results And Discussion

We have implemented the above algorithm into a synthesis tool that automatically gen

valid layout from given engineering design specifications. Synthesized layouts are presente

dated against finite-element software, and by fabrication. The synthesis tool is then us

design-space exploration, to highlight the critical constraints affecting the microresonator d

We have synthesized resonators for four different objective functions as shown in Fig

(minimize area, minimize voltage, minimize a combination of area and voltage, and maximiz

placement at resonance). We used the Consolidated Micromechanical Element Library (Ca

parameterized module generation software [1] to generate CIF output from the layout param

determined by the synthesis tool. The CaMEL generators automatically place holes in the

plates that are over 30µm in size.

A synthesis system can be used to aid a designer in the understanding of the design sp

can be seen when we consider the four different objectives mentioned above. In all four obje

we are able to synthesize resonators ranging from 1.6 kHz to 300 kHz. This range is deter

by the combination of design variable ranges and nominal process parameters. Each ob
13
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however, guides the synthesis to explore a different region of the design space, leading

diverse layouts shown in Figure 8. The three minimization objectives (area, voltage, and com

tion of area and voltage) are simple functions of the design variables: voltage is itself a d

variable, and area is a simple product of design variables. Comparatively, the displacement

onance is a complicated function of the design variables, as shown in equation (12). We s

the three sets of resonators obtained from the minimization of the simple objective functio

have optimal designs with minimum widths of beams and comb fingers. In comparison, whe

consider the design objective of maximizing the displacement at resonance, the beam wid

larger than their minimum values in the middle of the frequency range. This occurs becau

displacement (xdisp) and beam lengths (Lb) are linked by thekx accuracy constraint (see Table III)

causing the optimization to use longer flexures than those needed for the simpler objective

such long flexures, thicker beams were required to ensure adequate stiffness. Furthermo

minimum area resonators tend to have the fewest fingers, the minimum voltage resonators

have the most comb fingers, the minimum sum of area and voltage resonators tend to tra

between fingers and drive voltage. Finally, the maximum displacement resonators tend to ha

longest fingers (needed for their large displacements).

The lumped-parameter expressions were verified with finite-element simulation [20] usin

8-node plane stress elements to model each resonator. Values of selected lumped-param

finite-element modes and all functional constraint values for the maximized displacement f

are given in Table IV. The frequency model in thex direction is within 1% to 5% of finite-elemen

results. The lumped-parameter models show that thefx/ffl andfx/fθ frequency ratios are less than 1

3 as demanded by the mode-separation constraint. When the frequency ratio reaches 1/3, t

straint is considered active. We have shaded all values related to active constraints in Ta

The higher order mode accuracy is about 10% when the respective frequency is active. As
14
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constraints tend to arise fromad-hoclimits (1/3 for mode separation and stability, and 1/10 f

accuracy) model inaccuracy can be also handled by more conservative ratios, leading to co

tive designs. Our models show good matching for thex direction (critical desired operating spec

fication) and adequate matching for higher order modes, as compared with finite-ele

simulation.

We now proceed to experimental verification of the synthesized resonators. Resonator

been fabricated in MUMPs, and the resonant frequencies in thex direction have been measured a

shown in Table V. The family of resonators measured had been synthesized for minimum s

area and voltage. The relative error of the synthesized frequency with respect to the expe

tally measured resonant frequencies (shown in Table V) ranges from 22% to 30%, which is h

than the expected accuracy of thex direction resonant frequency as validated by the finite-elem

simulations. This higher than expected error is due to a systematic ~0.3µm overetch of the struc-

tural layer, which causes a significant overestimation of the bending moment of inertia from

rectangular cross-section approximation, particularly for the minimum width 2µm beams and

trusses. Additionally, the measured value of structural film thickness was 1.9µm instead of the

nominal value of 2µm. These measurements indicate a trapezoidal cross section for the fl

beams. When we refine the lumped-parameter models in the synthesis system to use a trap

cross section as a first-order model of the overetch, the resonant frequencies are within 5%

measured values, as shown in Table V.

Process variations result in the variation of the functional parameters in fabricated reson

For example, to first order, a 5% variation in beam width produces a 7.5% variation in res

frequency. Furthermore, these variations have global and local components. Global var

include overetch variations noted above. Local variations are of critical importance to desi

using symmetry to eliminate systematic offsets. For these topologies, the mismatch or local
15
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tion needs to be included. We fully expect that the synthesis results will change on inclusi

these variations. For example, prior knowledge of the overetch variations would have guide

synthesis tool to select larger beam widths, thereby resulting in smaller variations on beam w

Previously, we have shown that the optimization formulation of an analog circuit design pro

can be extended to include process variations, thereby resulting in robust designs [5]. The s

sis approach presented in this paper is readily extensible in that direction, and we plan on i

ing process variations as future work.

Now that we have validated the synthesis approach, we use synthesis to explore the mic

nator design space. In particular, we will explore the trade-off between the various functiona

straints, which is of significant interest to most designers. We focus on the extreme high an

frequency designs since they tend to involve the maximum number of constraints between

trade-off decisions have to be made.

As expected, the resonators become smaller with increasing values of resonant freq

Smaller devices have less mass, and smaller flexures are stiffer. Both effects increase the r

frequency. Parameters directly relevant to the high-frequency limit are plotted in Figure

Increasing the resonator frequency requires an increase in stiffness,kx, which can be accomplished

using shorter beams,Lb. This in turn increases the cross-axis stiffness,ky, and forces the shuttle

axle stiffness,ky,axle, to follow due to theky accuracy constraint. In principle, the axle may be sti

ened by decreasing the axle length,Lsa, or increasing the axle width,wsa. However, decreasingLsa

requires a decrease in the truss beam length,Lt, which reaches its minimum possible valu

Increasingwsa is not possible because it leads to increasedmx (high frequency requires reduce

mass).

Low-frequency resonators are limited both by the upper bounds imposed on geometry a

excessive damping as illustrated in Figure 9 (b). The maximum flexure length of 700µm sets a
16
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lower limit on spring constant of around 0.15 N/m. Further reduction in frequency can be obt

by increasing the shuttle mass via largerwcy or increasingLt. Due to the maximum height con

straint of 700µm, and the larger sensitivity to the shuttle mass,wcy increases, andLt decreases at

the very edges of the design space. However, quality factor decreases with increasing plate

due to the air drag over the larger plate area, reaching the minimum acceptable quality facto

5. Conclusions

Synthesis algorithms have been successfully applied to generate automatic layout of su

micromachined resonators from engineering specifications. We have formulated the design

lem in terms of an constrained optimization problem. In this approach, the engineering spe

tions were treated as constraints, and an objective function was used to guide the synthesi

best design as intended by the designer. Optimal synthesis enables automated exploratio

entire design space given specific user-specified engineering constraints, allowing a desig

understand the complex design trade-off inherent to the design problem.

Once a structured design methodology is established for surface-micromachined MEM

synthesis techniques may be extended in the future to general parameterized MEMS desig
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Figure 1: Abbreviated process flow for MCNC’s Multi-User MEMS Process service. (a) Cr
sectional view. (b) Top view (layout).

1) Isolation and interconnect definition

(b)

3) Structural definition

4) Structural release from substrate

2) Contact cut for mechanical anchor
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Figure 2: Layout of the lateral folded-flexure comb-drive microresonator.
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re, (c)
Figure 3: Parameterized elements of the microresonator. (a) shuttle mass, (b) folded flexu
comb drive with N movable ‘rotor’ fingers, (d) close-up view of comb fingers.
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tive
Figure 4: Finite-element simulation of the first four lateral modes of two representa
microresonators. (a) High-frequency case (30 kHz). (b) Low-frequency case (3 KHz).
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where
y

Figure 5: One-dimensional model for determining resonant frequency of the flexure modes,
ms is the shuttle mass, kfl is the flexure spring constant, and mfl is the flexure effective mass. Onl
half of the resonator is modeled, taking advantage of symmetry.
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Figure 6: Geometric constraints.
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nsion.
Figure 7: Schematic of the effect of compressive residual stress on the folded-flexure suspe
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area.
ize
Figure 8: Layout synthesis results for three different objective functions. (a) Minimize active
(b) Minimize voltage. (c) Minimize normalized sum of area and voltage. (d) Maxim
displacement.
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cement
high-
Figure 9: Selected design parameters for the synthesized resonators with maximized displa
(dashed lines use right axes, solid lines use left axes). (a) Parameters restricting the
frequency design space. (b) Parameters restricting the low-frequency design space.

(b) total resonator width, height, wcy, Lt, andQ vs. fx

(a) kx, Lb, ky, ky_axle, Lt, wsaand mx vs. fx
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   Tables

TABLE I. DESIGN AND STYLE VARIABLES FOR THE MICRORESONATOR. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS ARE IN
UNITS OF M EXCEPTN AND V.

var. description min. max.
Lb length of flexure beam 2 400

wb width of flexure beam 2 20

Lt length of truss beam 2 400

wt width of truss beam 2 20

Lsy length of shuttle yoke 2 400

wsy width of shuttle yoke 10 400

wsa width of shuttle axle 10 400

wcy width of comb yoke 10 400

Lcy length of comb yoke 2 700

Lc length of comb fingers 8 400

wc width of comb fingers 2 20

g gap between comb fingers 2 20
xo comb finger overlap 4 400

N number of rotor comb fingers 1 100
V voltage amplitude 1 V 50 V
wba width of beam anchors 11 11

wca width of stator comb anchors 14 14
28



TABLE II. GEOMETRICCONSTRAINTS.

Constraint Description Expression
min
[µm]

max
[µm]

actuator length Lcy+2g+2wc 0 700

flexure length Lsy+2Lb+2wt 0 700

total resonator width

3Lt+wsy+4Lc -
2xo+2wcy+2wca

0 700

maximum comb stroke Lc -(xo+xdisp) 4 200

minimum comb overlap xo-xdisp 4 200

shuttle gap in x Lt-xdisp-(wsy+wb)/2 8 200

shuttle gap in y (Lsy-2wba-wsa)/2 4 200
29



TABLE III. FUNCTIONAL CONSTRAINTS.

Constraint
Description Expression min max

resonant frequency fx/fxo 0.99 1.01

stroke atfx xdisp 2 µm 100µm

quality factor Qx 5 105

y-axis stability ke,y/ky 0 1/3

θ stability ke,θ/kθ 0 1/3

flexure mode
decoupling

fx/ffl 0 1/3

θ decoupling fx/fθ 0 1/3

y decoupling fx/fy 0 1/3

ky accuracy ky/ky,axle 0 1/10

kx accuracy xdisp/Lb 0 1/10

buckling Lb/Lcr 0 1/2
30



TABLE IV. SELECTED MODEL AND FINITE-ELEMENT SIMULATION VALUES
FOR FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS OF RESONATORS SYNTHESIZED

FOR MAXIMIZED DISPLACEMENT HIGHLIGHTING MODEL ACCURACY

AND ALL FUNCTIONAL CONSTRAINT VALUES OF RESULTING LAYOUTSA.
SHADED CELLS INDICATE ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS

a. Constraint min and max shown in Table III.

fx Specb (  1%)

b. Synthesized frequency constrained to be within 1% of desired
frequency.

3 kHz 10 30 100 300

fx [kHz] 2.99 9.67 29.33 96.59 296.42

fx, sim
c [kHz]

c. Rows indicated with sim subscript are results of finite-element
simulation

3.03 10.19 29.81 96.40 293.29

ffl [kHz] 33.27 51.96 209.79 669.92 1716.7

ffl,sim [kHz] 32.31 50.56 198.99 636.48 1650.4

fθ [kHz] 27.50 117.89 89.56 294.02 892.07

fθ,sim [kHz] 25.42 137.32 82.47 262.29 804.46

Stroke atfx [µm] 33.3 33.7 18.7 7.3 2.3

Quality factor 7.2 17.2 49.3 155.9 434.2

ke,y/ky stability 0.09 0.15 0.07 0.01 0.01

ke,θ/kθ stability 0.32 0.33 0.28 0.02 0.01

fx/ffl decoupling 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.17

fx/fθ decoupling 0.11 0.08 0.33 0.33 0.33

fy/fx decoupling 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.09 0.12

ky/ky,axle accuracy 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

xdisp/Lb accuracy 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.06

Lb/Lcr buckling 0.34 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.12
31



TABLE V. DESIRED, SYNTHESIZED, EXPERIMENTAL AND TRAPEZOIDAL X-SECTION RESONANT
FREQUENCIES

fx Speca (  10%) [kHz]

a. Synthesized frequency constrained to be within 10% of desired frequency.

10 30 100 300

Synthesized (square x-
section model)fx,syn  [kHz]

9 27 90 270

Experimentalfx,ex  [kHz] 6.9 21 74 210

Rel. err. 30% 29% 22% 29%

Trapezoidal x-section
modelfx,trap [kHz]

7.3 21.3 71.6 216

Rel. err. 6% 1% 3% 3%

f x syn, f x ex,–

f x ex,
---------------------------------

f x trap, f x ex,–

f x ex,
-----------------------------------
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